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The last time I spoke to you it was about food* Since then I

have pons to a new Ministry - the Ministry of Fuel and Power, I

told some of my friends it was like going from the frying pan into

the fire* They both certainly need fuel. For while it is true

to say that food is vital for the working of the body, it is

equally true to say that other kinds of fuel are vital to the

working of the machine, and it is about them, and particularly about

coal, that I am going to speak to you tonight*

Let, me say at once that at the moment the supply of coal is not

equal to the demand. That gap between consumption and production

must be closed.

The two principal sources of our power and fuel supplies are

oil and coal* Oil, of course, is not found here, it is almost

entirely Imported, and has therefore to be rationed* But, you

will say, surely the same argument cannot apply to coal, since that

is found in abundance under our soil. Normally it wouldn’t, but

things are far from normal. Our war effort is on a gigantic scale,

our production is expanding constantly, and whilst this is an

excellent thing in itself - indeed an essential thing - it does

mean a growing demand for coal,, a demand that becomes difficult to

moot when output is declining.

We must therefore either increase production or lessen our

consumption or, of course, combine the two courses.

Lot mo first of all deal with production. This is where

man-power comes in. The two industries that are the foundation of

all our wealth are mining and agriculture, and it is a disturbing

fact that the man-power in both these industries has been declining

steadily for the last 20 years, This is not the time to discuss the



reasons for that* I merely state tho fact. Further, tens of

thousands of miners are nor; in the Services* You may say why not

bring them back? Several thousands have in fact boon released and

have gone back to the mines. Those who (like myself) served in the

last war with miners, arc not surprised that the Services arc

reluctant to let thorn all go back to the mines* We must therefore

do everything we can to get our increased production with tho men

available in the mines now*

Everyone in this country wants tho miner to have a square deal*

Many people felt that compared to men in other industries he

wasn’t getting it. I think that as a result of the recent Greene

award they can feel that no longer. That award, which has increased

the miner’s wages substantially, has been accepted by the Government

and the representatives of the owners and the miners and has received

general approval. The delegate Conference of the Mineworkers ’

Federation last week, after accepting the award, sent out an appeal

to their members saying that now the wage issue has been settled

they should do their utmost to give tho country the coal it needs.

I am confident that tho miners will respond to that appeal.

Tho commanding position which this little island has enjoyed

In tho world for so long is largely founded on coal, and our

ability to retain that position in the face of the present attack

again depends on coal. Goal is one of our great National assets and

from now on It will be tho property of the nation. For centuries

it has boon in private hands but it will belong to the Nat ion from

Wednesday next, the date fixed for the transference of all coal

royalties to tho State.

We cannot afford to waste it either in Peace or War and

particularly in War, for our survival depends on its proper use.

To many of us coal is something we only see perhaps in a

railway truck, tho coal merchant’s sacks and a scuttle, and when

at home wo want light or heat we either press a switch or turn on a

tap for electricity or gas. But remember this always - not a

glimmer of light can we see, not a glow of warmth can we feel,

without coal being consumed.



Every rifle, every machine gune, every gun, every aeroplane,

every tank - and all their amunition -

.
mean more coal from

our mines.

Great battles are proceeding, as I speak, in North Africa

and in Russia. Heavy losses of material are being incurred.

Every loss has to be made good and more than made good. We have

to equip our armies and those of our allies not only to give them

equality with the enemy but to give them superiority. This

again moans coal.

I mentioned earlier that there was a gap between production

and consumption. That gap Is just as serious as the gap made in

our lines in Libya. If we are to do what we set out to do that

gap must be closed.

We must have greater production. We must .also have lower

consumption. Only some of you. listening to me tonight are

producers, but everyone of you is a consumer. Together we can

do a great deal. We know the enemy outside our gates, whether

he be German or Jap, but we also have an enemy within and that enemy

can be equally formidable. That enemy is WASTE. It must be

attacked without delay.

I realise that the month of Juno is not the period of the year

when our minds are much concerned with artificial warmth and

light. That however makes it all the easier to start, I well

remember before the last war my doctor telling me that it would do

me good to have a cold hath every morning. He may have been

right, but I wasn’t so sure, as it was the middle of November when

he told me to start. Had ho told me in June, I could have got

used to it gradually, but in November it came as a bit of a shock.

In the same way it will be easier for us all to begin

practising economy in fuel consumption now and by so doing we can

accustom ourselves to tho habit before the winter is upon us.

But we shall be doing more than that.. This is the time of

the year when we build up our stocks of fuel for the winter months

and the more we can save the greater those stocks will be.



How I do not want you to think that the only people I am asking

to save are the domestic users* The housekeeper is not by any

moans the largest consumer of fuel but, generally speaking, she is

an example to all of us in her desire to help the country, as I well

know from my experience at the Ministry of Pood.

The greatest consumers of fuel are of course our industries

and they must come in on this too*

Indeed It is because of tho greatly increased consumption by

the essential industries that tho domestic consumer is being asked

to economise.

Factory operators must exercise tho same economies at work as

they do at home and so must office workers. I am certainly going

to see that mine do.

Boiler house and furnacemen must use their skill to get the

last ounce out of each ton of fuel. Managers will have to make

themselves responsible for seeing that their plants arc worked at

highest efficiency•

Whilst firms engaged on essential Government work get

priority for their fuel, tills does not entitle them to waste it,

and X have no doubt that groat economies can be effected* I have

just made an order which will make the waste of fuel in factories

and offices - or indeed any place where fuel in any form is

by the way

consumed -an offence. I cannot help fooling/that the knowledge

that we haven’t to foot the bill sometimes makes us a little

careless in these matters*

I believe myself that if tho economics that can be made are

made we shall be able to ensure that every essential industry and

every house in tho country gets the necesssry fuel next winter.

If, however, ray hopes are disappointed then we shall have to have

recourse to rationing. Obviously, no Government can take any

chances in so vital a matter and we are therefore proceeding with

our plans for a rationing scheme, so that we shall be ready to put

it into operation should tho need arise* Many people believe

that a voluntary scheme of restriction cannot succeed. But I

believe that provided we all put cur backs Into it, this one will.
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